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MySQUAR says it achieved objectives for 2016
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Market Cap:
MySQUAR Ltd (LON:MYSQ) today confirmed it had achieved its objectives for
the 2016 financial year, transitioning into a revenue generating entity.
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"The group is now in an excellent position to build its revenues as it targets
future profitability," MySQUAR said in a statement.
"MySQUAR now has a large, growing user base on which various products
have been generating, or are about to generate, revenue, and an appropriate
team that can support and deliver the opportunities these businesses create."
Revenue for the twelve months ended June 30 was reported at US$795,191,
and the group says it had 2.9mln registered users at the end of the period.
Expenses amounted to US$3.24mln for the year, and the loss for the year was
US$2.4mln.
Since the end of the financial year MySQUAR has brought in new capital - via
separate placings of equity and convertible debt - and it has made operational
progress with the launch of new games and apps.
In terms of its outlook the Myanmar based social media and app firm says it is
focussing on the further monetisation of its platform.
"Overall, the key objective for all MySQUAR employees will be to work hard to
achieve financial break-even as soon as possible," it added.
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Company Synopsis:
MySQUAR is the first local language, social
and entertainment company created with
the intention of enriching the lives of the
Myanmar people, through deep, accessible
and
rich
online
experiences.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
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You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
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guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
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